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DYNAMIC STATIC

Nicole Archer

Once you can accept the universe as being something expanding into an infinite
nothing which is something, wearing stripes with plaid is easy.

—Albert Einstein, quoted in Patternalia: An Unconventional History ofPolka Dots,
Stripes, Plaid, Camouflage, & Other Graphic Patterns

It is easy to be overwhelmed by Craig Calderwood’s drawings (page 294): suspended
in the silent blankness of the page and caked with the messy, material-semiotic
accretions of desire, her noisy and heavily encrusted figures forcefully demand
one’s attention. It is an inimitable and distinctly queer pleasure to be caught in
their dense but finely rendered patterns—ensnared somewhere in between sig
nal and noise; stopped in one’s tracks, yet ceaselessly following the phallic loops
and yonic openings that obscure any semblance of a singular (true) body beneath
a mélange of honeycombed sleeves, pansy-printed trousers, fruity masks, and
apotropaic stockings.

One is reminded of critic Craig Owens’s powerful analyses of feminist artist
Barbara Kruger’s bold imagery. Stylistically speaking, the art of Calderwood and
of Kruger could not be more dissimilar; what unites them is a searing critique of
gender identity and the ways that gendered stereotypes capture the body within
a tight weave of politics and ideology. This critique is advanced by a shared aes
thetic strategy—what Owens refers to as the “Medusa Effect.”

Not to be confused with or reduced to that climactic moment when Medusa’s
gaze freezes her own self-image in the form of an immobile, fetishistic totem,
the Medusa Effect is a critical gesture better located when the swipe (or slash)
of Perseus’s sword just reaches the Gorgon’s perfectly posed neck—a gesture



still pregnant with the possibility of infinite outcomes. Neither before nor after
“the image,” the Medusa Effect is located somewhere in between what Owens
describes as, “in narrative terms, an initial moment of seeing” and “a terminal
moment of arrest.”2 It is a transitory but potent act of resistance that lies be
tween identity and difference in an intermediary space-time where the power of
the imaginary can prevail over the restraints of reality.3

According to Owens, Kruger primarily deploys the Medusa Effect via her
strategic use of personal pronouns, which serve to effectively disrupt the place
of the viewer in regard to her signature-style artworks:

Personal pronouns are also known as “shifters,” but not, as is widely
believed, because they allow speaker and addressee to shift positions;
on the contrary, shifters establish a strict rule of noncommutability—

“you” must never be “I.” Rather, they allow speakers to shift from code
to message—from the abstract to the concrete, the collective to the in
dividual or, again, the impersonal to the personal. Hence their frequent
appearance in messages of the mass media, which tends, as [Roland]
Barthes observed, “to personalize all information, to make every utter
ance a direct challenge, not directed at the entire mass of readers, but
at each reader in particular.”4

As Owens states, in works like Untitled (your moments of joy have the precision
of military strategy) (1980) (page 296), “Kruger parodies this tendency in her
work, exposing the contradictory construction of the viewing subject by the
stereotype.”5 It is uncomfortable to assume the position of Untitled’s particular
addressee, so “you” disregard your disagreeable duty to receive its message, per
haps forcing yourself into the role of the other (the speaker). This leaves a hole in

Craig Calderwood, Dissonaoce, 2015. Ink on
cotton paper, 8 ‘/2 x 11 in (21.6 x 27.9 cm).
Courtesy the artist
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Barbara Kruger, Untitled (your moments ofjoy
have the precision of military strategy), 1980.
Photograph, 37 x 50 in (94 x 127 cm). Courtesy
Mary Boone Gallery, New York. Image:
© Barbara Kruger

the image’s grammar—a hole that you cannot help stumbling back into, a hole

with depths that you can only imagine.
Kruger refigures the personal pronoun’s normal, operative function and,

subsequently, offers viewers an opportunity to dislodge themselves from the

law of the letter. This exposes the language of gendered oppression’s limits. It

reminds us, as the feminist and queer theorist Teresa de Lauretis details in her

landmark essay “The Technology of Gender,” that gender is a semiotic apparatus,

albeit one with very real social and political functions. She explains, “The term

gender is, actually, the representation of a relation, that of belonging to a class,

a group, a category. ... [G]ender assigns to one entity, say an individual, a posi

tion within a class, and therefore also a position vis-à-vis other preconstituted

classes.”6 Apropos of recent discussions regarding trans* visibility and the fight

for gender self-determination,7 Kruger’s feminist-inflected pronoun play seems

particularly consequential. The power of the personal pronoun, and the desire to

find a way of articulating one’s self beyond its strict logics, are certainly well ac

knowledged in trans* politics and poignantly felt in trans* experience, yet many

artists, like Calderwood, whose work is certainly informed by the dynamics of

these discourses, are choosing to take a different tack—focusing less on the lin

guistics of gender politics and more on its material, or sensual, dimensions.

In Dissonance (2015), for example, Calderwood optically jams the story of

her figure by flooding the visual field with a miscellany of eye-catching patterns

that refuse to add up, refuse to lend themselves to the task of figuring things out:

Who is this? How did they arrive here? Where are they going with that electric

drill, all dressed to the nines with perfectly lacquered fingernails? The inscribed

textile attached to the hem of the figure’s pants presents viewers with a displaced

and scrambled text in medias res. Like a book that appears within a dream, we

are unable to fully read the hem’s lines, but we nonetheless sense, or feel, that the

text’s implications are far greater than the sum of its individual words.

In Calderwood’s drawings, the act of looking is predicated on the contin

gency—as opposed to the certainty—of seeing (what lies beneath the garment,

the code, the work of art). Her figures make no promises to resolve their identi

ties. Like Kruger, she suspends the act of perceiving oneself from a particular, fixed

place in order to open up onto a sense of imagination; unlike Kruger, Calderwood

does not do this by offering her viewers an alternative subject position. Instead,

she strategically manipulates the intensity of certain optical patterns in order

to scramble—or dazzle—those fields of vision that the “apparatus of the pat

tern” is traditionally tasked with managing.8 Along the way, she methodically

obliterates any bodily features that qualify as cardinal coordinates or anchor

points onto which preconceived gender identities could attach themselves. This

NICOLE ARCHER DYNAMIC STATIC I 297



is because Calderwood’s is a discourse of desire, and, as theorist Jean-Francois
Lyotard writes, “Desire does not speak; it does violence to the order of the utter
ance.”9 Calderwood’s figures do not have secret essences, or supplementary iden
tities; they function to generate fantasy, to unfetter the language of the body
from certain gendered orders, by offering an opportunity to actively imagine the
body as otherwise and adrift. Down the rabbit hole we fall.

Trans* subjectivity is currently gaining remarkably increased attention within
American popular culture, and a set of unmistakably clear patterns is being for
ma]ly developed to mediate the terms through which trans* experiences, aesthet
ics, desires, bodies, and politics might pass into “proper view.”0 The dissonant and
queer strategy of “pattern-jamming” presents both a serious mode of political
resistance and a strategic plan for everyday survival during this key historical
moment. It aims to ensure that nonbinary gender variance is not simply reduced
to the proliferation of tick-boxes on tomorrow’s identity papers.

PATTERN RECOGNITION

Patterns can take many forms: repeated surface decorations; standardized shapes;
or duplicated arrangements of sounds, images, or movements. Whether they are
understood primarily as modes of ornamentation or as systems of organization,
all patterns naturalize the appearances of certain recurrences in life along with
the meanings that we ascribe to such repetitions. Patterns stabilize our notions
of ourselves and our notions of others. They work in both the present and the
past tense, while simultaneously serving as an essential forecasting tool. It is
through their rhythms that we come to place bets on our futures—as it did yes
terday and today, the sun also rises tomorrow.

Patterns make sense in important multidimensional and multisensory
ways, and, once recognized, they are stubbornly hard to ignore or to break.’1 The
capacity to establish or to identify a pattern comes with great authority—it is a
right granted to our artists, to our geniuses, and to our bureaucrats.’2 Patterns
make for suspiciously strange bedfellows.

In his classic 1927 essay “The Mass Ornament,” Frankfurt School scholar
Siegfried Kracauer observes that “an analysis of the simple surface manifesta
tions of an epoch can contribute more to determining its place in the histori
cal process than judgments of the epoch about itself.”13 Between their dots, lines,
and dashes, their foregrounds and their backgrounds, patterns make latent and
manifest admissions about those who claim to perceive them. The most enduring

patterns are, at their hearts, maps of those terrains where belief most directly

meets desire, where aesthetics meets significance. To behold a pattern is to lay

claim to these terrains and to their particular histories—consciously or not.

Take stripes. At their most basic level, they are equally spaced sets of contrast

ing colored bars. Whether draped across the shoulders of athletes or sailors, forced

onto the backs of prisoners, or ceremoniously hung from flag poles, present-day

stripes absolutely vary in style and significance, but, as the medieval historian

Michel Pastoureau explains in his 2001 book The Devil’s Cloth: A History of the

Stripe, what all of these disparate types of stripes have in common is the capac

ity to serve as “a tool for setting things in order.”4 To modern eyes, trained to root

out binary patterns, stripes appear as an ideologically neutral or simple means of

codifying certain cultural arrangements; they are as plain as those “uncontested”

oppositions situated at the heart of everyday life: good versus evil; black versus

white; girl versus boy. Yet between the lines, a tangle of uncanny specters lurks.

As Pastoureau details in his masterful survey, the present-day stripe’s “Un-

remarkableness” is afforded by a litany of more aberrant associations. During

the Middle Ages, for instance, the stripe literally served as a “cause of disorder

and transgression” within Western culture.’5 In many regions across medieval

Europe, striped cloth was reserved for the garments of “those who practice [dl

such trades not to be confused with honest citizens,” namely prostitutes, jugglers,

clowns, and hangmen.’6 Other societal outcasts and condemned individuals, in

cluding lepers, heretics, and non-Christians, were similarly marked by striped

clothing. And by contrast, religious officials—such as Carmelite monks—were

formally banned from wearing striped habits.’7
According to Pastoureau, the establishment of these dress codes and sump

tuary laws was owed to the stripe’s ability not simply to signify but to formalize

(or figure) the abnormal within medieval visual and material cultures:

People in the Middle Ages seemed to feel an aversion for all surface struc

tures which, because they did not clearly distinguish the figure from the

background, troubled the spectator’s view. ... An image was created by

superimposing successive levels, and, to read it well, it was necessary—

contrary to our modern habits—to begin with the bottom level and,

passing through all the intermediary layers, end with the top one.

[W]ith stripes, such a reading is no longer possible. There is not a level

below and a level above, a background color and a figure color. One and

only one bichrome level exists, divided into an even number of stripes

of alternating colors. With the stripe ... the structure is the figure.’8
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In a culture accustomed to transmitting visual messages along very different fre
quencies than those used today, stripes made a great deal of noise. They were
used as a way to break the visual field open and to force certain bodies into genu
ine non-places, or fields of actual nonsense.’9 That the modern stripe’s clarity is
bound both to its capacity to scramble certain forms of visual logic and to dis
cipline certain bodies makes a clear case for just how ideologically saturated, or
unnatural, the act of looking is. It also suggests an exciting critical possibility for
those whose subjectivities are actively legislated against or criminalized under
the signs of abnormality and deviation from the normal patterns of behavior
and identification. The genealogy of the stripe makes patent how historical pro
cesses work to transform yesterday’s noise into today’s signal—the degree to
which modernity is organized around logics not of sameness and continuity but
of difference—or, as Michel Foucault suggests in The Archaeology of Knowledge,
of “discontinuity, rupture, threshold, limit, series and transformation.”2° This is
precisely what makes the work of pattern manipulation so strategically neces
sary: power is formally established and formally critiqued through the adaption
or the obliteration of patterns.

This is not to suggest that modern stripes—or patterns more generally—
are simply suffering from a kind of identity crisis that needs to be rectified, or
that the aim ought to be the permanent suspension of any and all sense of vi
sual coherence. Rather, this is a call to take advantage of those aesthetic prac
tices that can direct attention away from a pattern’s typical symbolic functions
(or responsibilities to secure meaning and certain attending forms of power).
It is a call to aestheticize the pattern’s capacity to function performatively as
a kind of critical figure that is always already inserted within the discourse
of everyday life for the sake of marking how and “where the negative knowl
edge about the reliability of linguistic utterance is made available.”2’ This, as
the theorist Paul de Man explains in his essay “The Resistance to Theory,” is
because the figural dimension of a text “gives the language considerable free
dom from referential restraint, but it [also] makes it epistemologically highly
suspect and volatile, since its use can no longer be said to be determined by
considerations of truth and falsehood, good and evil, beauty and ugliness, or
pleasure and pain.”22

Manipulating the figure of the pattern provides a way to critically and
actively resist ideology, or to critically gesture toward and theorize the possi
bility of “another way” (another world). For subjects whose minority status is
legitimized by the ways in which their very being threatens the order of things,
artworks that mobilize this trope can serve as an important call to resist both
oppression and assimilation.

This trope is clearly operative in the work of Nicki Green, another Bay Area—

based artist and close interlocutor of Craig Calderwood. Green’s sculptures bor

row shapes and patterns long associated with blue-and-white ceramics in order

to support narrative scenes of trans* life and ritual in ways that connect these

themes with complex political and cultural histories.23 Scrambling the typical

shape of delftware tulip vases in works such as It’s Almost as if We’ve Existed

(Tres in Una) (2015) (page 302), Green boldly aestheticizes the genital panic

that seems forever lodged within the heart of discourses on sexual or gendered

difference. The fragility of the work’s phallic attachments formalizes castration

anxiety and makes a mockery of the overdetermined and ideologically saturated

morphologies and biologies that so many transphobic lawmakers use to ground

their political fights against trans* rights. The unglazed edges of Green’s pottery

resist the usual “shine”—the bounded and limited forms that capital places on

the material world, on the body, and on the earth itself. These raw edges remind

viewers of unformed clay, rife with potential. Beyond the imagistic depictions

of trans* mythologies, this formal decision works to materially activate what art

historian David Getsy refers to as sculpture’s “transgender capacity,” its potential

“for making visible, bringing into experience, or knowing genders as mutable, suc

cessive, and multiple.”24
Green’s work deftly manages to insert issues of trans* representation into

both the long and short histories of global artistic practice, while many of her for

mal choices align her work with other contemporary artists who have similarly

opted to examine the varied ways that pattern is used to put one in one’s place.

Yayoi Kusama’s lifelong exploration of dot patterns, for example, complicates and

exposes the limits of phallic power and ancillary notions of “the self”; and Adriana

Varejão’s sculptural paintings of azulejo tiles viscerally expose the ways in which

the indigenous peoples and cultures of South America were rendered into a sort

of flesh, or meat, that empire has feasted upon for centuries. Moreover, the way

Green uses simple decorative patterns to tell complex and messy stories cannot

but evoke Yinka Shonibare’s commanding use of distinctly patterned Dutch wax-

printed fabric in his sculptural and photographic tableaux vivants, which serve

as searing critiques of the ways that imperial Europe has built its wealth through

the exploitation and oppression of colonial African subjects.25
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PATTERN DISRUPTION

Approaching the pattern from a somewhat different angle, Jonas N. T. Becker’s

multimodal 2014 work The Pile (page 304) shifts attention away from patterns

of surface decoration and toward the spaces that lie between the patterned be

haviors governing so many of our lives and gender identities. Curious about

what people “wanted,” Becker hosted a series of public forums where he asked
over two thousand participants the question, “What one thing would make your
life better?” While people responded in ways that were certainly personal, most
answers proved to be far less variable than one might expect. Patterns quickly
emerged, and Becker set out to give these repetitions a kind of form. He created

The Pile by translating each response into a two-dimensional image that served

as a pattern for a stuffed, red-felted, hand-sewn soft sculpture.26 Where answers
clearly overlapped, the patterns were literally repeated. When displayed—as
the title suggests—in a pile, the legibility of each of the individually patterned
shapes is overwhelmed by the noise produced through the accrual of their simi

larities. Heaped upon one another, these wishes appear like a stockpile or a mass
casualty of a political economy based, in part, upon a logic of endless accumula
tion. The result is a clear, albeit melancholic, call for the rearticulation of our

desires outside capitalist logics of (re)production: a call to resist the fetishistic
reification of desire by drawing viewers’ awareness to the odd, unpredictable
spaces that open up between the smoothly patterned objects—the spaces where
desire’s variability is unbounded.

Opaque (2014), produced by the collaborative partnership of Pauline
Boudry and Renate Lorenz—who appear similarly interested in using the trope

of the pattern to deconstruct the politics of desire—is a multimedia installa
tion that includes a ten-minute filmed performance featuring Ginger Brooks
Takahashi and Werner Hirsch (page 306). Claiming to be representatives of

an underground organization, Takahashi and Hirsch appear to viewers in
the middle of an abandoned public pooi. Initially, they are hard to discern—
the contours of Takahashi’s silhouette meld with a glorious accumulation of the
queerest pink, tiger-striped pattern imaginable, while Hirsch is enveloped in a
color-coordinated plume of pink smoke. All that is solid melts into air! The per
formance is punctuated by the dramatic pulling back and fondling of a series
of curtains, each of which represents a distinct visual logic: first opaqueness,
followed by camouflage, then dazzling brilliance, and, finally, a display of loose
transparency. As the action unfolds, the duo recites a desirous ode for a “proper
faultless enemy” that is inspired by the writings of French novelist Jean Genet.

The extravagantly queer patterning of the space of appearance functions like the

Nicki Green, It’s Almost as if We’ve Existed (Tres in
Una), 2015. Glazed earthenware, 15 ‘/2 x 12 x 3 ‘/2 in
(39.4 x 30.5 x 8.9 cm). Courtesy the artist
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Jonas N. T. Becker, The Pile, 2014. Installation

view: “Jonas Becker: The Pile,” Craft and Folk Art

Museum, Los Angeles, 2015. Image: © Jonas

N. T. Becker. Photo: Jeff McClane

Jonas N. T. Becker, The Pile, 2014 (detail).

Single-channel 16mm HD video, sound, color,

digital C-prints, and hand-stitched red felt
objects; 12 mm, dimensions variable. Image:

© Jonas N. T. Becker

stripes of medieval Europe, theatrically blurring “the dividing lines between

same and other, between accomplices and enemies.”27 Opaque thus forces view

ers to acknowledge that “conflict” is, itself, something that is desired—enemies

need to be wanted. The work demands that we ask whether queer desires might

make something different of conflict, considering that normative patterns of

desire have thus far led only to war—endless, all-consuming, preemptive war,

which aims to defeat or obliterate difference.

Opaque challenges one to consider the unique forms of pleasure yet to be

mined from the depths of the hostilities that seem to mark every level of mod

ern human interaction, but the aesthetics of pattern disruption can also be used

to concentrate attention on the disproportionate risk that some bodies are sub

jected to within existing cultures of violence. In Black Patois (2016) (page 308),

Zawadi Ungadi, a black Kenyan trans* man, presents viewers with a constella

tion of images that are emblematic of the violent patterns of behavior that are

all too often directed toward his body. The images present Ungadi literally and

figuratively painted into a series of corners: as a fictionalized runner, a mythical

“purse snatcher,” the object of intense sexual desire, and, with his hands up, as

a victim of endless suspicion and murderous rage. The brutality of living within

such overwhelming patterns of racism is made abundantly clear. A sense of the

different amounts of noise that one is subjected to, depending on one’s particu

lar identity coordinates, is made manifest. The work isolates a series of bodily

gestures that are patterned and arranged to support a culture of antiblackness.
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Ungadi challenges people, and particularly white people (given the presence of a

second, white figure in many of the images), to imagine modes of relation to his

black masculinity that are not pictured and that might emerge out of the unify

ing blackness that frames his images, a border ripe with creative potentiality.

The work of the artist Kiam Marcelo Junio refigures the pattern along simi

lar lines, in order to stage the opportunity for queer and trans* aesthetics to in

terrogate the depths of current and historical forms of racialized and gendered

state violence. In a series of works collectively titled Camouflage as a Metaphor for

Passing (2012) (page 309), Junio, a naval veteran, mobilizes the highly charged

rhetoric of passing vis-à-vis a variety of visual and aural patterns in order to

investigate militarized zones of contact—zones that exist between individual

and collective bodies, nation-states, or even one’s own competing senses of self.

In works like Crypsis I and Crypsis II (2012), Junio engages the pattern

across multiple registers, producing replicas of their US Navy camouflage jacket

that mirror the government-issued garment’s shape, only to forestall the au

thority typically vested in such standard uniforms by fashioning the jackets

from atypical fabrics. In Crypsis I, Junio sflkscreens the jackets with the sil

houettes of foliage found in their home city of Chicago. This camouflage made

for “here” versus “over there” questions where the frontline really is, where the

fight festers and is fueled versus where the violence of desire is meted out and

cathected. In Crypsis II, Junio’s use of red Chinese brocade in the reconstruc

tion of their jacket, and its pairing with the historically charged cheongsam—a

type of Chinese dress—that is printed with an allover pattern of all-seeing eyes,

provokes many conversations, including one regarding the highly gendered and

racialized dynamics of the gaze: Why is the uniform, and its implied right to

camouflage or concealment, offered to some bodies, while others are offered

only the conditions of hyper-visibility?
In Dazzle I and II (Nangyayari Na Suite) (2015), a two-channel soundscape

produced in collaboration with Najee-Zaid Searcy and sometimes installed with

Camouflage as a Metaphor for Passing, Junio floods the sonic dimensions of the

exhibition space with a layered cacophony of sound that includes traces of radio

transmissions about casualties of war, historical accounts of the United States’

colonial occupation of the Philippines, and the distinct sounds of sobbing. As

Junio states on their website, “Filipino/Tagalog for ‘It is already happening,’

NAN GYAYARI NA is a mantra, a chant, a call to arms.”28 It is an aesthetic refusal

to accept that war is something that ever has a true beginning (or cause) or that

it ever promises a true end. With each cut-off transmission, an ellipsis manifests

itself and a fissure appears in the fabric of the stories that we tell ourselves in

Pauline Boudry/ Renate Lorenz, Opaque, 2014
(still). Single-channel super-l6mm HD video,
sound, color; 10 mm. Courtesy Ellen de Bruijne
Projects, Amsterdam, and Marcelle Alix, Paris.
Image: © Boudry / Lorenz
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Zawadi Ungadi, Black Patois, 2016. Eight
digital inkjet prints mounted on PhotoTex,
72 x 72 in (182.9 x 182.9 cm) overall.
Image: © Zawadi Ungadi

Kiam Marcelo Junio, Crypsis II, from the series
Camouflage as a Metaphor for Passing, 2012
(details). Silk brocade; replica of military jacket,
ISO Standard XS. Images: © Kiam Marcelo
Junio, 2013
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order to justify the continued legacies of violent oppression that large-scale mili
tary forces are built to sustain.

All students of art history are familiar with the juxtaposition of static and
dynamic imagery. It is a juxtaposition that lies at the very heart of art history’s
accounting of Western culture—the contrast forged between the “dynamic” fig
ures of Ancient Greece and the “static” images found in early Dynastic Egypt or
the Ancient “Near East.” The fissures opened up in Junio’s work, through their
rendering of dynamic static, force us back into the disturbing circumstances
of this foundational comparison. They create a critical rupture within the story of

“Art” itself, by laying open a space in which we must consider how the coherence we
ascribe to the notion of Art maps onto the coherence we ascribe to gender, to race,
to nation, and to civilization.

It is within this fissured space that the Black Salt Collective, a Bay Area—
based group consisting of Sarah Biscarra Dilley, Grace Rosario Perkins, Anna
Luisa Petrisko, and Adee Roberson, challenged itself to curate “Visions Into
Infinite Archives,” an exhibition on view from January 14 to February 10, 2016,
at SOMArts Cultural Center in San Francisco (page 311). Like Junio’s work,

“Visions Into Infinite Archives” leveraged the figure of the jammed pattern, or
dynamic static, to formally decolonize the space of the gallery. Dedicated to

“contemporary non-linear identity in which experience results in atmosphere,”29
the group installed the work of over two dozen intergenerational artists of color
and included a host of supplementary performances and critical dialogues that
were intended to support the exhibition’s primary goal of activating the non
linearity of ethnic, sexual, gendered, and intergenerational cultures. The tactical
use of exuberantly mismatched surface patterns appeared as a key trope across
the works of artists who were positioned within a broad scope of gendered iden
tity formations, but who all directly or indirectly worked to activate the pat
tern’s “transgender capacity.”

Chief among these artists was one of the Black Salt Collective’s members,
Adee Roberson. Roberson’s multipaneled painting Say Her Name into the Ocean
(2015), a “memoriam to Black women and girls who have lost their lives in re
sult of systematic oppression, and the violence that is the white supremacist
patriarchy,”30 explores how bold patterns of line and color might complement,
or serve as politically potent counterweights to, the hyper-visibility of cer
tain stereotyped images of black gendered subjectivity. The work demands
that viewers acknowledge the violent erasure, or dismissal, of images of black
gendered life, pain, pleasure, and mourning that break from the patterns of
representation that are prioritized by the mass media and other disciplinary
regimes of vision.31

Visions Into !RY 1

Infinite Archives
Bluch Salt Collective honors the non.tinearltY of time )
with an infinite archive of universal depths. Comprised of

obiects bodes conversations and multimedia artworks /4
this universe is inconstant dialogue and flux. Negating I
the preten pot an archive that distorts and fractures the

relobonshiP between living culture, object and commUfl’

our archive supersedes these binds through complex and

interdependeni narratives held within and beyond us
htninns into lnfiwteAi’chivet manifests the dynamic capacity
of u boundless and timeout archive

-

Black Salt Collective, in collaboration with Diyan

Bukobomba, Kenneth Brown Jr., Jade Ariana
Fair, José Luis tniguez, Inés Ixierda, Titania

Kumeh, Amy Martinez, Jeffrey Martinez, Olen

Perkins, and lraya Robles, InflniteArchive, 2016.
Installation view: “Visions Into Infinite Archives,”
SOMArts Cultural Center, San Francisco.
Courtesy Black Salt Collective. © SOMArts
Cultural Center. Photo: Dan Fenstermacher
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Critically queer pattern-jamming also served as a kind of curatorial para
digm for “Visions Into Infinite Archives.” Throughout the exhibition space, Black
Salt caused viewers to encounter artworks outside normal patterns of reception
by arranging them in ways that frustrated normal viewing habits: Works were pre
sented at heights and distances that belied typical display practices. The binary of
the wall versus the floor was sacrificed throughout the exhibition in order to pro
duce a clamorous network of colors, textures, and histories that engaged all the
works included in the exhibition and the bodies of those visitors who navigated
the show’s queer coordinates. This had the effect of powerfully muddling another

“immutable” binary within art discourse—namely, that of art object versus art
viewer—transforming an art exhibition into the kind of space “where there are
alternative futures and alternative pasts, where oracles become realities, where
histories are honored and transmuted, where deep healing can take place.”32 Rather
than simply allowing themselves to uncritically rely upon the pattern’s tendency to
regulate the body and regimes of sight into predicable, uniform arrangements, in

“Visions Into Infinite Archives,” the members of Black Salt Collective drew upon the
pattern’s prodigious capacity to figure the abnormal.

STATIC CLINGING

Pattern-jamming necessarily obfuscates the neat ways that gender and other
modes of identification are rendered into discrete bands within the patterns of
everyday living. It revels in the genealogical and aesthetic attachments that con
nect the fight for gender self-determination with other liberatory practices and
histories, particularly those pitted against colonialism and antiblackness. As the
queer theorist, activist, and filmmaker Eric A. Stanley explains in their keyword
entry on “Gender Self-Determination” for the inaugural issue of Transgender
Studies Quarterly:

[G]ender self-determination is affectively connected to the practices
and theories of self-determination embodied by various and ongoing
anticolonial, Black Power, and antiprison movements. For Frantz Fanon
and many others, the violence of colonialism and antiblackness are
so totalizing that ontology itself collapses; thus the claiming of a self
fractures the everydayness of colonial domination. ... To center radi
cal black, anticolonial, and prison abolitionist traditions is to already
be inside trans politics. ... Gender self-determination opens up space

for multiple embodiments and their expressions by collectivizing the
struggle against both interpersonal and state violence.33

In the second chapter of philosopher, psychoanalyst, and revolutionary Frantz
Fanon’s 1959 text A Dying Colonialism, Fanon tells a story about the slow adop

tWn of the radio by the Algerian people and how this “instrument of colonial so
ciety and its values”34 was transformed during the Algerian War of Independence
into a key revolutionary technology. As Fanon explains, Algerians were very
hesitant to adopt the radio into their homes, for Radio-Alger was recognized as
simply “a re-edition or an echo of the French National Broadcasting System oper
ating from Paris.”35 Its transmissions were part of the occupier’s culture.

As the fight for independence gained momentum and an increasing num
ber of people outside the densely populated metropolitan centers started to
concern themselves with the revolution, it became essential to quickly spread
news regarding the movement’s progress to remote parts of the country. French
officials were quick to label the reading of certain publications as punishable acts
of Algerian nationalism, and the public purchase of certain newspapers became a
considerably dangerous proposition. Enter the Voice of Fighting Algeria.

The Voice was a pirate radio station built to broadcast news of the ongoing
fights in Arabic, Kabyle, and French from the perspective of the Algerian com
batants. Colonial authorities quickly came to recognize the threat that the Voice
posed, and as Fanon explains, “The highly trained French services, rich with
experience acquired in modern wars, past masters in the practice of ‘sound-wave
warfare,’ were quick to detect the wave lengths [sic] of the broadcasting stations.
The programs were then systematically jammed, and the Voice ofFightingAlgeria

soon became inaudible.”36 This signal-jamming proved to be crucial—but not for

the French government. Rather than help to quash the uprising, this tactical

maneuver activated the bodies and the imaginations of those who depended on

the Voice for news. It threw listeners into a constant state of alert. Beyond white

noise, beyond the anticipation of information, the static became a point of
intense concentration. This transformed the radio into a fulcrum for the revolu

tion by producing a radically contingent “pattern of listening habits.”37 Groups

of people huddled around a community’s radio operator, searching the airwaves

for a signal amid the noise. At best, only snippets of news could be heard, but in
the midst of the static and jammed signals, a space opened where people were
forced to collectively imagine what was going on ... out there ... beyond what
they already knew.

By clinging to static, one can argue, the power of fantasy is activated; people’s

desires are aroused, their unconscious, unpatterned energies are pricked, and
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they become libidinally invested in the fight. Fantastic conditions and alternative
arrangements of being start to take uninhibited shape. If the fight is, indeed, for
gender self-determination and to decolonize the spaces of trans* visibility, then
radical trans* aesthetics must work to flood the transmission of heteronormative
gender-binary patterns. The fantastic production of visual noise (exuberant,
hyperextended, mismatched, and deconstructed patterns of dress, drawing, paint
ing, living, and loving) is a key strategy within the struggle for trans* liberation.
Liberatory politics demand imagination.

“Dynamic Static” by scholar Nicole Archer was written in 2016 for this volume.
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